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Paper provides both the information capture and retrieval.



Paper-based systems are hard to search or transport.





Lag between data collection and actionable information.



Courtesy of NOAA

Data collection could provide much richer information



Mobile phones and cloud servers can 
increase the scale and speed of data 

collection in developing regions.



Important features are lost when using basic technology.
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Domain-specific tools are inflexible and keep data siloed.



Sustainability is hard to achieve with a small team.



Important features are lost when 
using the most basic technology. 

Domain-specific tools are inflexible 
and keep data siloed.

Sustainability and scale are hard to 
achieve with a small team.
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26% of Kenyans have Internet with 98% using cell for access.

Mobile subscriptions per 100 inhabitants



ODK uses phones and servers to digitize data collection.

1. Build form 2. Collect data 3. Aggregate results



Build: Drag and drop prompts for form creation.



XForms describes the form logic and data schema.



Collect: Display prompts for data collection and delivery.



Collect: Display prompts for data collection and delivery.



Aggregate: Host data and provide extraction interfaces.
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Aggregate: Codebase runs locally and in the cloud.



Aggregate: Designs database backend using XForm.



Aggregate: Stores or forwards data to external systems.



Build Voice

Collect Aggregate

OpenMRS

ODK tools are designed to fit together.



Build

Collect Aggregate

Users can design an end to end system in under an hour.

XLS 2 XForms  

JavaRosa DataHQ





Carbon For Water collected over 1,000,000 forms 
with 4,000 ODK-powered phones in 6 weeks.

Carbon For Water finds that ODK enables real-time 
collection of image, GPS and survey data at scale.



AMPATH’s health workers have used ODK to 
counsel and test over 650,000 people for HIV.

AMPATH finds that ODK is faster and more cost-effective 
than previous PDA-based or paper-based systems.



Deployments: 10-50k active users of ODK tools globally.









Building the next generation 
data collection platform



Using paper to collect data is difficult and inefficient.
ODK uses phones and servers to digitize data collection.

1. Build form 2. Collect data 3. Aggregate results
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